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Nanobody stabilization of G protein-coupled receptor
conformational states
Jan Steyaert1 and Brian K Kobilka2
Remarkable progress has been made in the field of G protein-

coupled receptor (GPCR) structural biology during the past four

years. Several obstacles to generating diffraction quality

crystals of GPCRs have been overcome by combining

innovative methods ranging from protein engineering to

lipid-based screens and microdiffraction technology. The initial

GPCR structures represent energetically stable inactive-state

conformations. However, GPCRs signal through different

G protein isoforms or G protein-independent effectors upon

ligand binding suggesting the existence of multiple ligand-

specific active states. These active-state conformations are

unstable in the absence of specific cytosolic signaling partners

representing new challenges for structural biology. Camelid

single chain antibody fragments (nanobodies) show promise for

stabilizing active GPCR conformations and as chaperones for

crystallogenesis.
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Introduction
G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) are the largest class

of receptors in the human genome and are the most

commonly targeted membrane protein class for medicinal

therapeutics. Over the past three decades, great progress

has been made in characterizing the pharmacology, cel-

lular physiology and in vivo function of many members of

this family. The paradigm of GPCR signaling involves

activation of heterotrimeric G proteins (Gabg). The

inactive Gabg heterotrimer is composed of two principal

elements, Ga�GDP and the Gbg heterodimer. Gbg

sequesters the switch II element on Ga such that it is

unable to interact with other proteins in the second

messenger systems. Activated GPCRs catalyze the
www.sciencedirect.com
release of GDP from Ga, allowing GTP to bind and

liberate the activated Ga�GTP subunit. In this state,

switch II forms a helix stabilized by the g-phosphate of

GTP allowing it to interact with effectors such as adenylyl

cyclase. Although much progress has been made in un-

derstanding how Ga subunits interact with and regulate

the activity of their downstream targets, it is not clear how

activated GPCRs initiate this process by catalyzing

nucleotide exchange on Gabg [1].

In the classical models, signaling by the activated GPCR

is terminated by phosphorylation of the cytoplasmatic

loops and/or tail of the receptor by GPCR kinases. This

results in the binding of arrestins that mediate receptor

desensitization and internalization via clathrin-coated

pits. This classical model is both oversimplified and

incomplete. Over the past decade, we learned that arrest-

ins act not only as regulators of GPCR desensitization but

also as multifunctional adaptor proteins that have the

ability to signal through multiple effectors such as

MAPKs, SRC, NF-kB, and PI3K [2]. In this revised

model, b-arrestins are interacting with and recruiting

intracellular signaling molecules, as well as mediating

desensitization. It is still unclear whether the same re-

ceptor conformations that result in arrestin-mediated

signal transduction also lead to receptor desensitization.

For a number of different receptor systems, it has been

found that the G protein dependent and the arrestin

dependent signaling events are pharmacologically separ-

able [3]. In other words, a class of ligands referred to as

biased agonists selectively trigger signaling toward one

pathway over the other; that is, they preferentially signal

through either the G protein-mediated or arrestin-

mediated pathway [4]. It thus appears that GPCRs,

despite their small size, are sophisticated allosteric

machines with multiple signaling outputs. Characterizing

these functionally distinct structures is challenging, but

essential for understanding the mechanism of physiologic

signaling and for developing more effective drugs.

Active-state GPCR structures
Polytopic membrane proteins such as GPCRs, transpor-

ters and channels are dynamic proteins that exist in an

ensemble of functionally distinct conformational states

[5]. Crystallogenesis typically traps the most stable low

energy states, making it difficult to obtain high-resolution

structures of other less stable but biologically relevant

functional states. The first structures of rhodopsin cova-

lently bound to 11-cis-retinal represent a completely

inactive state with virtually no basal activity [6,7].
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2011, 21:567–572
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Similarly, the first crystal structures of GPCRs for hor-

mones and neurotransmitters were bound to inverse

agonists and represent inactive conformations. These

include the human b2AR [8–10], the avian b1AR [11],

the human D3 dopamine [12], the human CXCR4 [13],

the human adenosine A2A [14] and the human histamine

H1 receptor [15].

As summarized above, there is a growing body of evi-

dence that GPCRs are conformationally complex and can

signal through different pathways in a ligand-specific

manner. The functional complexity suggests multiple

active states. For the purpose of this review, we will focus

on G protein activation and define an ‘active-state’

structure is one that is competent ‘to couple to and to

catalyze’ nucleotide exchange on a G protein. The first

active-state GPCR structure was that of opsin, the

retinal-free form of rhodopsin [16]. Upon light activation,

retinal isomerizes and initiates a series of conformational

changes leading to the formation of metarhodopsin II,

the conformational state capable of activating the G

protein tranducin [17]. Following the formation of metar-

hodopsin II, the Schiff base is hydrolyzed and retinal

dissociates to generate opsin (the retinal-free form of

rhodopsin). Under physiologic pH opsin is a very weak

activator of transducin, but at reduced pH (5–6) it

assumes a more active conformation that is nearly iden-

tical to metarhodopsin II as determined by Fourier

Transform Infrared Spectroscopy [18]. This is in agree-

ment with previous studies demonstrating a role of pro-

tonation in the process of rhodopsin activation [19]. In

2008, Hofmann, Ernst and colleagues reported the struc-

ture of opsin obtained from crystals grown at pH 5 [16] as

well as the structure of opsin bound to the C terminal

peptide of transducin [20], the G protein activated by

rhodopsin. Recently two new active-state structures of

rhodopsin have been obtained: metarhodopsin II [21],

and a constitutively active mutant of opsin bound to

trans-retinal [22]. Both of these structures also include

the C-terminnal peptide of transducin. All these active-

state rhodopsin structures have in common that they

were obtained from crystals grown at a pH between

4.5 and 6.0, and all show the same overall structural

changes observed originally in the first opsin structure

(lacking both the trans-retinal and the transducin pep-

tide), suggesting that the pH plays the most important

role in stabilizing the active conformation of this protein.

Efforts to obtain active-state structures of other GPCRs

have been more challenging. Recent crystal structures of

the b2AR bound to a covalent agonist [23] and a thermo-

stabilized avian b1AR bound to several agonists and

partial agonists [24] are inactive conformations. This is

consistent with previous studies suggesting that, under

physiologic conditions (pH, ionic strength) agonist alone

is not sufficient to stabilize a fully active conformation of

the b2AR [25]. Like rhodopsin, the b2AR becomes more
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active at reduced pH; however, it also becomes less stable

and denatures below pH 6.5 [26].

Nanobodies as G protein surrogates
For GPCRs that do not tolerate acidic conditions, stabil-

ization of an active conformation can be achieved in

different ways. The most physiologic approach is to

use a native signaling partner such as a G protein or

arrestin. Unfortunately, interactions of GPCRs with G

proteins or arrestins are highly sensitive to pH, deter-

gents, and nucleotides used during the solubilization and

purification of these proteins. It has therefore been diffi-

cult to form complexes of sufficient stability for crystal-

lography. An alternative approach is to apply mutagenesis

[27] to enhance the stability of the active conformation.

Constitutively active mutants have been described for

many GPCRs including the b2AR [28]. These mutations

lead to a high level of basal, agonist independent sig-

naling. However, for the b2AR, these mutations are also

associated with reduced expression and structural

instability [29].

An alterative to using a G protein or arrestin is to identify

another binding protein that can stabilize the same con-

formational state stabilized by a native signaling partner.

A characteristic feature of the active state of many GPCRs

in a GPCR�G protein complex is an increase in agonist

affinity relative to the GPCR alone [30]. For example, the

b2AR couples preferentially to Gs, the stimulatory G

protein for adenylyl cyclase. The affinity of the agonist

isoproterenol for the b2AR-Gs complex is approximately

100 fold higher that its affinity for the b2AR alone [31].

The requirement for Gs to stabilize the b2AR in an active

conformation is consistent with the cooperative nature of

the agonist�b2AR�Gs complex. Arrestin has been shown

to have a similar effect on b2AR affinity for agonists

[32,33]. We therefore attempted to identify G protein

surrogates that would exhibit similar properties.

Antibodies evolved to bind to a diverse array of protein

structures with high affinity and specificity, and are there-

fore logical candidates for stabilizing specific GPCR

conformations. Nanobodies are antibody-derived single

domain proteins that contain the unique structural and

functional properties of heavy chain only antibodies that

naturally occur in Camelids [34]. Nanobodies are small

(15 kDa) and stable single domain fragments harboring

the full antigen-binding capacity of the original heavy

chain only antibodies [35]. Nanobodies are encoded by

single genes and are efficiently produced in prokaryotic

and eukaryotic hosts including bacteria and yeast [36].

They exhibit a superior stability compared to conven-

tional antibodies and derivatives thereof like FABs or

scFvs [37]. Because of their unique three-dimensional

structure, nanobodies have access to cavities or clefts on

the surface of proteins [38,39�]. These cryptic epitopes

are largely inaccessible to conventional antibodies but can
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 1

(a) (b)
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β2AR

BI-167107

90º
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Agonist b2AR-T4L�Nb40 complex in crystals formed in lipidic cubic phase [45��]. (a) Two different views of the crystal packing: b2AR indicated in

orange and Nb80 in blue. The b2AR�nanobody complexes are arranged with the lipid bilayers approximately parallel to the bc plane of the crystal.

Twofold symmetry related nanobody molecules interact along the a axis to generate a tightly packed lattice in this direction. (b) Nb80 binds to the

cytoplasmic end of the b2AR, with the third complementarity determining region loop (CDR3) projecting 14 Å into the core of the receptor.
be readily recognized by a long and protruding CDR3

loop of the nanobody (Figure 1). The nanobody platform

has the competitive advantage to other recombinant

scaffold libraries in that large numbers (109) of fragments

harboring the full antigen-binding capacity of genuine in
vivo matured antibodies can be screened for high affinity

binders in a couple of days, allowing one to fully exploit

the humoral response of large mammals against native

antigens. The applications of nanobodies in structural

biology are numerous. Nanobodies can trap unstable

structural intermediates along the fibrillation pathway

of amyloidogenic proteins [40�]. A multidomain protein

is more rigid in a complex with a nanobody than the

multidomain protein by itself [41]. In complex with a

nanobody, the total amount of structured polypeptide

increases, thus providing a much better starting point

for the crystallization of intrinsically unfolded proteins

[42]. Nanobodies can also be used to stabilize the proto-

mers of larger protein assemblies [43] in one-to-one

heterodimers. With the exception of one case [44], all

nanobodies that have been characterized in complex with

an antigen recognize discontinuous amino acids that come

together in native protein conformations (i.e. confor-

mational epitopes), making them ideal tools to selectively

stabilize specific conformational states of (membrane)

proteins.
www.sciencedirect.com
The greatest challenge to generating a nanobody that

recognizes and stabilizes an active-state GPCR structure

is preparing the active-state antigen. Most commercially

available b2AR agonists are relatively of low affinity and

would dissociate rapidly after immunization. Therefore,

as a first step we screened over 50 proprietary b2AR

agonists provided by several pharmaceutical companies

and identified a full agonist with an affinity of 84 pM and a

dissociation half-life of approximately 30 h (BI-167107,

Boehringer Ingelheim) [45��]. b2AR was purified by

antibody and ligand affinity chromatography to guarantee

a high specific activity [45��]. Receptor was loaded with

the high affinity agonist and reconstituted at high protein

to lipid ratio. The high affinity and slow off-rate of the

agonist increased the probability of maintaining the b2AR

in an active conformation following immunization. Under

the conditions of reconstitution, receptors were oriented

randomly in the lipid bilayer of the vesicle.

One llama (Lama glama) received six weekly adminis-

trations of 100 mg of the reconstituted agonist-bound

receptor. Lymphocytes were isolated from the blood of

the immunized llama and total RNA was prepared from

these cells. The coding sequences of the nanobody

repertoire were amplified by RT-PCR and cloned into

a phage display vector [46]. b2AR-specific phages were
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2011, 21:567–572
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Figure 2

A2A + inverse agonist
A2A + agonist 

Rhodopsin
Metarhodopsin II

Transducin peptide

β2AR Inverse agonist
β2AR + agonist + Nb80
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(a) (b) (c)

Cytoplasmic view of the active-state and inactive-state rhodopsin and b2AR structures, compared to the antagonist and agonist bound structures of

the adenosine receptor. (a) Rhodopsin [6] compared to metarhodopsin II in complex with the transducing peptide [20]; (b) b2AR�TL4 bound to the

inverse agonist carazolol [9] overlaid on b2AR-TL4�Nb80 bound to the agonist BI-167107 [45��]; (c) and superposition of the antagonist ZM241385

bound [14] on the agonist UK-432097 bound adenosine receptor [49].
enriched in vitro by bio-panning on the immobilized

receptor. Antigen bound phages were recovered from

antigen-coated wells by the addition of freshly grown

Escherichia coli cells. After two rounds of panning, 96

individual colonies were randomly picked and the nano-

bodies produced as a soluble His-tagged protein in the

periplasm of E. coli. The initial solid-phase ELISA screen

identified 16 nanobodies that recognized native, but not

heat denatured b2AR. Of these, seven bound preferen-

tially to agonist-bound b2AR as determined by size exclu-

sion chromatography. One of these was selected based on

its effect on b2AR agonist-binding affinity. When bound

to nanobody 80 (Nb80) the b2AR affinity for the cat-

echolamine agonist isoproterenol increased by 100 fold,

nearly identical to the effect observed when the b2AR is

complexed with Gs [31].

Nanobody-assisted crystallography of GPCRs
The b2AR�T4L�Nb80 complex was crystallized in lipidic

cubic phase [47]. Diffraction data were collected using

minibeam technology [48] and the solution was deter-

mined by molecular replacement [45��]. Figure 1(a) shows

the crystallographic packing of the b2b2AR�T4L�Nb80

complex. Crystallographic contacts are primarily mediated

by Nb80. As shown in Figure 1(b), the long CDR3 loop of

the nanobody projects into the transmembrane core occu-

pying a position nearly identical to the transducin peptide

in opsin [20].

Figure 2 compares the inactive and active state structures

of metarhosopsin II [6,20] and the b2AR [9,45��], as well

as the recent agonist and antagonist bound structures of

the adenosine receptor [14,49]. In metarhodopsin II, the
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2011, 21:567–572
largest change is observed in the cytoplasmic end of TM6,

where an approximately 6 Å outward movement allows

the docking of the carboxyl terminal peptide of transdu-

cin (Figure 2a shown in yellow). The conformational

changes in the nanobody-stabilized b2AR structure are

similar to those observed in metarhodoopsin II, except for

a larger (11 Å) outward movement of the cytoplasmic end

of TM6. The agonist-bound adenosine receptor structure

(Figure 2c) shows some of the conformational changes

observed in opsin; however, the magnitude of the con-

formational change in TM6 would not accommodate the

carboxyl terminal peptide of a G protein as observed in

metarhodopsin II. Like opsin, crystals of the agonist-

bound adenosine receptor were grown at pH 5.0–5.5

[49], suggesting that protonation may have played a role

in stabilizing the partial activation state. The relatively

large agonist used (UK-432097, 778 Da) may also have

contributed to the observed differences with the antagon-

ist structure. The T4 lysozyme fusion used to obtain the

Adenosine receptor crystals may have restricted move-

ments of TMs 5 and 6, preventing it from assuming a fully

active conformation. The larger conformational change

observed in the b2AR�Nb80 complex may raise concern

that the nanobody has trapped the b2AR in a nonnative

conformation. In such a case, however, the nanobody

would pay a substantial energetic penalty for distorting

the b2AR structure into a conformation that does not

appreciably exist in the absence of the bound nanobody.

In the case of the b2AR, the Nb80 stabilized state has an

increased agonist-binding affinity that is identical to that

observed for the b2AR�Gs protein complex [45��]. This

would not be expected if Nb80 bound to and stabilized a

nonphysiologic receptor conformation.
www.sciencedirect.com
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In summary, nanobodies represent a new tool for mem-

brane protein structural biology. They efficiently rigidify

flexible regions and are able to stabilize specific confor-

mations of polytopic membrane proteins. Nanobodies

should facilitate obtaining structures of non-engineered

hormone receptors in different functional states, provid-

ing new insights into the structural basis of ligand efficacy

and biased signaling.
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